The American AK

Century Arms introduced the first 100% American made AK rifle to the market 5 years ago. We are excited to now offer the newest addition to the C39 line of rifles, the new C39v2, the American AK. It is 100% American made with no imported parts, built on a milled receiver machined from a solid 11 lb. block of 4140 ordnance quality steel. Enhancements include a T shaped magazine catch, compatibility with AKM furniture, a bolt hold open safety, an enhanced dust cover and standard AK sights. The C39v2 is coated with black nitrite and uses a new enhanced trigger group. The C39v2 barrel has a concentric left hand 14x1 metric thread and is ready for a variety of muzzle attachments.

**SPECS**

- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Barrel:** 16.5" with a 1:10 twist
- **Barrel Thread:** 14x1 LH
- **Overall:** 37.25"
- **Weight:** 8.2 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Milled 4140 steel
- **Mag Capacity:** 30 rounds
- **Comes with:** Two 30 round Magpul magazines and a 1 year manufacturer's warranty
- **Country of Mfr:** USA
- **Product Code:** RI2245-N

RI2245CA-N California Compliant
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BORN OVERSEAS
PERFECTED IN THE USA

RAS47

Born overseas and perfected in the USA, the all new 100% American made stamped AK, RAS47, is now available. Features a T shaped magazine catch, compatibility with AKM furniture, slant muzzle brake, side scope rail, bolt hold open safety, an enhanced dust cover and has standard AK sights. The RAS47 is coated with black nitrite and uses a new enhanced trigger group.

SPECS

Caliber: 7.62x39mm
Barrel: 16.5" with a "1/10" twist
Barrel Thread: 14x1 LH
Overall: 37.25"
Weight: 7.8 lbs.
Receiver: Stamped
Mag. Capacity: 30 rounds
Comes with: Two 30 round Magpul magazines
Country of Mfr: USA
Product Code: RI2250-N
RI2250CA-N California Compliant
**WASR-10**

The Romanian WASR-10 rifles are semi-automatic versions of the Pistol Mitralieră model 1963/1965 configured with a fixed wooden stock and forend. These rifles feature a hard chrome-lined hammer forged barrel, side mount scope rail and accepts double stack magazines. The WASR Rifle is a perfect choice for hunters and recreational shooters.

**75 ROUND AK DRUM MAGAZINE**

Works with all AK style rifles and pistols that accept high capacity magazines. Includes instruction manual. Dimensions are 7.75”x6”x2.25”. Weighs 2.25 lbs. empty, 5.05 lbs. loaded.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Barrel:** 16.25” with a 1:10 twist
- **Barrel Thread:** 14x1 LH
- **Weight:** 7.5 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Stamped
- **Mag. Capacity:** 30 rounds
- **Comes with:** Classic slant brake, bayonet lug, side mounted scope rail, two 30 round double stack magazines and a 1 year manufacturer’s warranty.

**PRODUCT CODE:** MAAK78

---

**AK ACCESSORIES**

**TAPCO AK47 PLASTIC MAGAZINE**

- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Mag. Capacity:** 30 rounds
- **Product Code:** MA121

---

**MORE INFORMATION**
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AK63D
Made on Hungarian surplus military parts including underfolding stock, sights, gas block, forearms, pistol grip, bolt and bolt carrier. Built on a new U.S. milled 4140 ordnance steel receiver, compensator, enhanced trigger group and 100% phosphate coated. Features original premium wood furniture, removable slant cut muzzle brake and exceptionally smooth action.

SPECS
Caliber: 7.62x39mm
Barrel: 16.25" with a 1:10 twist
Barrel Thread: 14x1 LH
Overall: 35.75"
Weight: 7.48 lbs.
Receiver: Milled 4140 steel
Mag. Capacity: 30 rounds
Comes with: Two 30 round magazines, cleaning kit, blank firing adaptor, AK muzzle cap and oil bottle
Product Code: R8182-X
Made in the same factory that produced top quality rifles for former Yugoslavia like the M70B1 and M70AB2, our newly manufactured N-PAP rifles are the semi-automatic version of the M70 series. Features a left hand scope rail built into the receiver, bolt and bolt carrier are made from hard nickel moly steel for corrosion resistance, bolt hold open safety which allows you to lock the bolt back and a cold hammer forged barrel for extra durability.

**SPECS**

**N-PAP**
- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Barrel:** 16.25" with a 1:10 twist
- **Barrel Thread:** 14x1 LH
- **Overall:** 36"
- **Weight:** 7.7 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Stamped
- **Mag. Capacity:** 30 rounds
- **Comes with:** Two 30 round magazines and a 1 year manufacturer's warranty
- **Product Code:** RI2087-N

**LO-CAP**
- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Barrel:** 16.25" with a 1:10 twist
- **Barrel Thread:** 14x1 LH
- **Overall:** 36"
- **Weight:** 7.71 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Stamped
- **Mag. Capacity:** 10 rounds
- **Comes with:** Twelve 10 round magazines and a 1 year manufacturer's warranty
- **Product Code:** RI2087-N

**CA COMPLIANT**
- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Barrel:** 16.25" with a 1:10 twist
- **Barrel Thread:** 14x1 LH
- **Overall:** 36"
- **Weight:** 7.1 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Stamped
- **Mag. Capacity:** 10 rounds
- **Comes with:** Bullet button installed, two 10 round magazines and a 1 year manufacturer's warranty
- **Product Code:** RI2087CA-N

**WARSAW STYLE BUTTSTOCK**
- **Fits PAP standard rifles.
- **Overall Length:** 9.5" designed to Warsaw Pact length and profile
- **Product Code:** ST2087

**PAP LO-CAP SINGLE STACK MAGAZINE**
- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Mag. Capacity:** 10 rounds
- **Product Code:** MA084

**PAP LO-CAP SINGLE STACK MAGAZINE**
- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Mag. Capacity:** 10 rounds
- **Product Code:** MA085

**PAP LO-CAP SINGLE STACK MAGAZINE**
- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Mag. Capacity:** 10 rounds
- **Product Code:** MA086

**PAP LO-CAP SINGLE STACK MAGAZINE**
- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Mag. Capacity:** 10 rounds
- **Product Code:** MA087
The C39 RPK Rifle is built around a double tang milled receiver and incorporates an RPK profile chrome lined heavy barrel for sustained high rates of fire. 100% American made with 100% U.S. made parts. Features a T shaped magazine catch, an adjustable bipod, Chevron compensator and wooden RPK style furniture.

**SPECS**

- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Barrel:** 22.875" with a 1:10 twist
- **Barrel Thread:** 14x1 LH
- **Overall:** 42.5" 
- **Weight:** 9.98 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Milled 4140 steel
- **Mag. Capacity:** 30 rounds
- **Comes with:** Two 30 round magazines and a 1 year manufacturer’s warranty
- **Country of Mfr:** USA
- **Product Code:** RI2186-N
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The C308 rifle is built around a roller locked delayed blowback system. The C308 battle rifle features a fluted chamber for reliable cycling and extraction, Mil-Spec 1913 Picatinny scope rail permanently mounted to the receiver, polymer furniture, 5/8x24 RH threaded 18” barrel for use with common muzzle accessories and our proprietary Chevron brake.

**SPECS**

- **Caliber:** .308
- **Barrel:** 18"
- **Barrel Thread:** 5/8x24 RH
- **Overall:** 40.2"
- **Weight:** 8 lbs
- **Receiver:** Stamped
- **Mag. Capacity:** 20 rounds
- **Comes with:** One 5 round magazine and two 20 round magazines
- **Product Code:** RI2253-X
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The C93 is built using surplus military parts. Features a fluted chamber for reliable cycling and a roller locked delayed blowback system. The stock, pistol grip and forend are all made of impact resistant synthetic polymer. The receiver and barrel are U.S. made and the entire rifle is parkerized. The smaller round and robust weight make the C93 light in recoil and easy to manage.

**SPECS**

- **Caliber:** .223
- **Barrel:** 16.25" with a 1:9 twist
- **Barrel Thread:** 15x1 RH
- **Overall:** 36.5"
- **Weight:** 8.2 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Stamped
- **Mag. Capacity:** 40 rounds
- **Comes with:** One 40 round magazine
- **Product Code:** RI531-X
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Based upon the combat-proven and well-respected Israeli sub-machine gun design developed by Uziel Gal in the 1950's. The 9×19mm UC-9 Carbine is a semi-automatic only, folding steel stock, straight blowback operation, closed bolt carbine, feeding from an all steel, double-column magazine.

**SPECS**
- **Caliber:** 9mm Parabellum
- **Barrel:** 16" with a 1:10 twist
- **Overall:** 24" folded, 31.5" extended
- **Weight:** 9 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Stamped
- **Mag. Capacity:** 25 rounds
- **Comes with:** Two 25 round magazines
- **Product Code:** MA105

**UZI MAGAZINE**
- **Caliber:** 9mm
- **Mag. Capacity:** 25 rounds
- **Product Code:** MA105

**CENTURION UC-9**
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The new TP9SA is a 9mm single action, striker fired pistol. The TP9SA is the next evolution of the popular TP series pistol. With a new trigger and frame assembly, the TP9SA has been redefined for the American shooter.

**SPECS**

- **Caliber:** 9mm
- **Barrel:** 4.47"
- **Overall:** 7.5"
- **Weight:** 1.3 lbs. unloaded
- **Receiver:** Polymer frame
- **Mag. Capacity:** 18 +1 rounds

Comes with: Two 18 round magazines, poly holster, paddle attachment, belt attachment, two interchangeable backstraps, cleaning rod, brush and a limited lifetime manufacturer’s warranty

**Product Code:**
- HG3277-N Black
- HG3277D-N Desert

The TP9SA features a striker decocker that allows for safer disassembly as the trigger does not need to be engaged to field strip the pistol. This feature gives the operator added reassurance of a safe platform. The added safety feature of not engaging the trigger is a huge benefit for the civilian and law enforcement market. The TP9SA also has a cold hammer forged barrel and the slide is cerakoted with 3-dot steel sights.

The new frame design of the TP9SA contains several upgrades inspired by the feedback of military and law enforcement. The grip panels and front and rear grip have two different stippling styles to fully engage the shooters hand under any adverse condition. A longer trigger guard enables the operator to use the TP9SA while wearing hand protection. The grip design allows a slimmer feel while still containing an 18+1 capacity in 9mm.

**TP9SA MAGAZINE**

- **Caliber:** 9mm
- **Mag. Capacity:** 18 rounds
- **Product Code:** MA408
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**SPECS**

**C39 MICRO**
100% American made pistol sporting a short 6.25" barrel with removable flash hider. Features a milled receiver, Picatinny rail, unique sight system and smooth trigger, the C39 Micro is a sturdy, reliable rifle action pistol that is one of the most compact factory made AK variants on the market.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Caliber:** .223 Remington
- **Barrel:** 6.25" with a 1:10 twist
- **Barrel Thread:** 14x1 LH
- **Overall Length:** 16.5"
- **Weight:** 5.5 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Milled 4140 steel
- **Mag. Capacity:** 30 rounds
- **Comes with:** Two 30 round magazines, Bulldog Tactical gun case, and a 1 year manufacturer’s warranty
- **Country of Mfr:** USA
- **Product Code:** HG3281-N

**C39 PISTOL**
100% American made heavy duty rugged pistol. Built on a milled receiver, features an integrated gas block and front sight, M16 style compensator and a front and rear sling mount.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Caliber:** 7.62x39mm
- **Barrel:** 11.375" with a 1:10 twist
- **Barrel Thread:** 14x1 LH
- **Overall Length:** 21.375"
- **Weight:** 6.14 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Milled 4140 steel
- **Mag. Capacity:** 30 rounds
- **Comes with:** Two 30 round magazines, Bulldog Tactical gun case, and a 1 year manufacturer’s warranty
- **Country of Mfr:** USA
- **Product Code:** HG3083B-N
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PAP M92 PV
Features include a stamped receiver, dual aperture Krinkov style rear sight (200 and 400 meters), Krinkov style hinged top cover for ease of assembly and disassembly, a bolt hold-open notch on the safety selector and a cold hammer forged barrel. Using a hard nickel moly steel, the bolt and bolt carrier are corrosion resistant.

**SPECs**
- Caliber: 7.62x39mm
- Barrel: 10" 
- Barrel Thread: 26x1.5 LH 
- Overall: 19.3" 
- Weight: 6.6 lbs. 
- Receiver: Stamped 
- Mag. Capacity: 30 rounds 
- Comes with: Two 30 round magazines and a 1 year manufacturer’s warranty 
- Product Code: HG3089-N

SB47 BRACE
No Tax Stamp Required! Innovation & Added Functionality! The SB47 stabilizing brace secures AK style pistols to the forearm of the shooter and assists in firing the pistol the way it is intended - with one hand. Will fit Century Arms PAP M92 PV, PAP M85 PV & NP, Draco and C39 Pistols.

**SPECs**
- Comes with: BATF approval letter, instruction manual and two nylon stabilizing straps with quick release buckles to ensure proper fit 
- Country of Mfr: USA 
- Product Code: OT1648

KRINKOV MUZZLE BRAKE
These factory OEM muzzle devices serve a dual purpose by collecting propellant gas to aid in the cycling of the pistol action. Installation is a breeze! Comes in retail ready packaging and includes a detent pin to keep the device in place. Will fit PAP M92 PV & PAP M85 Pistols.

Product Code: PAP00013
PAP M85 NP
Comes equipped with a Krinkov style muzzle brake and a clever magazine well that allows the pistol to use M-16 NATO magazines. Features a cold hammer forged barrel, high impact polymer mag adaptor, bolt hold-open notch on selector, the bolt and bolt carrier are corrosion resistant and a Krinkov style hinged top cover.

SPECS
- Caliber: 5.56x45mm (.223)
- Barrel: 10" 
- Barrel Thread: 26x1.5 LH
- Overall: 19.7" 
- Weight: 6.4 lbs.
- Receiver: Stamped
- Mag. Capacity: 30 rounds
- Comes with: Two 30 round magazines and a 1 year manufacturer’s warranty
- Product Code: HG3237-N
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M57
Based on the famous Soviet TT design with additional features like a 9 round magazine (vs 8 in the original TT) and a smooth factory installed thumb safety. Built to exacting military specifications, these solid steel pistols are simple to field strip and a dream to clean.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caliber</td>
<td>7.62x25mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrel</td>
<td>4.5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>7.75”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>2.2 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag. Capacity</td>
<td>9 rounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comes with</td>
<td>Two 9 round magazines, plastic case and a 1 year manufacturer’s warranty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Code</td>
<td>HG3087-N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Now offering new 922r compliant Catamount Fury shotguns with 10 round magazines! The Catamount Fury series are gas-operated piston-driven semi-auto 12-gauge shotguns that are adjustable for both high pressure and low pressure ammunition and both models accept 2¾" and 3" shells. Features a Picatinny rail on the gas block and dust cover.

**SPECS**

**Catamount Fury**
- Caliber: 12 Ga.
- Barrel: 20.125"
- Barrel Thread: Internal thread for choke tubes
- Overall: 40.5" Fury, 40.75" Fury II
- Weight: 8.7 lbs.
- Receiver: Stamped
- Mag. Capacity: 10 rounds
- Comes with: One 10 round magazine, two 5 round magazines, 3 choke tubes – full, modified and cylinder bore, cleaning kit, and a 1 year manufacturer’s warranty
- Product Code: SG3014-N Fury, SG3015-N Fury II

**Catamount Fury Magazine**
- Caliber: 12 Ga.
- Mag. Capacity: 5 rounds
- Product Code: MA185

**Catamount Fury II**
- Caliber: 12 Ga.
- Mag. Capacity: 5 rounds
- Product Code: MA186

**Catamount Fury II Magazine**
- Caliber: 12 Ga.
- Mag. Capacity: 10 rounds
- Product Code: MA375

Visit centuryarms.com or call 800.527.1252 for more information.
Based on a Browning design, these lever action, rolling block shotguns bring us back to yesteryear - reminding us of "How the West Was Won!" Perfect for Cowboy Action Shooting crowd or those that just want something a little different in their collection. The unique structure, reliable operation and elegant shape make the PW87 shotgun an ideal choice for the shooting sports.

**SPECS**

- **Caliber:** 12 Ga.
- **Barrel:** 19"
- **Overall:** 37.75"
- **Weight:** 7.9 lbs.
- **Receiver:** Steel
- **Mag. Capacity:** 5 rounds
- **Comes with:** 1 year manufacturer's warranty
- **Product Code:** SG1667-N
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COACH SHOTGUNS

Our incredibly popular side by side “Old West” shotguns have authentic features like fully functional rabbit ear hammers and double triggers. Quality steel construction with walnut stained hardwood stock, rubber butt pad, brass bead front sight, sling swivel, 3” chamber, checkered forearm and grip.

SPECS

Caliber: 12 Ga., 20 Ga., .410 Ga.
Barrel: 20”
Overall: 37”
Weight: 7.84 lbs.
Receiver: Steel
Capacity: 2 rounds
Comes with: 1 year manufacturer’s warranty
SG2287-N SPM 12 Ga.
HOTSHOT™ Brand ammunition are popular American and NATO calibers manufactured using steel cases, providing a more affordable alternative to American consumers. HOTSHOT™ Elite brand will be made using traditional brass cases for more discerning customers and law enforcement agencies.

- **9mm Luger (115 GR.) FMJ**
  - Slovak Republic mfr.
  - Boxer primed
  - Non-corrosive
  - Brass case
  - Reloadable
  - 50 rds./box, 1,000 rds./case

- **9mm Luger (124 GR.) FMJ**
  - Slovak Republic mfr.
  - Boxer primed
  - Non-corrosive
  - Brass case
  - Reloadable
  - 50 rds./box, 1,000 rds./case

- **7.62x51mm (146 GR.) FMJ**
  - Poland mfr.
  - Boxer primed
  - Non-corrosive
  - Brass case
  - Reloadable
  - 20 rds./box, 100 rds./range pack, 1,000 rds./case

- **7.92x57mm (8mm Mauser) (170 GR.) FMJ**
  - Romania mfr.
  - Berdan primed
  - Non-corrosive
  - Steel case
  - 20 rds./box, 720 rds./case

This ammunition should not be used in 7.92x57mm firearms made prior to World War II without first having a competent gunsmith confirm that the ammunition and barrel specifications are compatible. This 8mm Mauser ammunition is recommended for use in WWII era to modern firearms.

HOTSHOT™ Brand ammunition are popular American and NATO calibers manufactured using steel cases, providing a more affordable alternative to American consumers. HOTSHOT™ Elite brand will be made using traditional brass cases for more discerning customers and law enforcement agencies.
Century Arms first launched line of ammunition two years ago, offering ammunition that is conveniently packaged in range packs for easy transport, loading and range use. Added to our line up this year are 7.62 x 25mm Tokarev (86 GR. FMJ), 7.62 x 54R (148 grain FMJ) and 7.62 x 54R (148 grain Copper Jacketed). R3D ARMY ELITE is available in 7.62 x 39. The 123 grain FMJ bullet sits in a brass case with a non-corrosive primer.

AM2001B 7.62x25mm Tokarev (86 GR.) FMJ
Romania mfr., Berdan primed, non-corrosive, steel case
- Packed in 50 round boxes
- Three boxes per range pack (150 rds.)
- Six range packs per master case (900 rds.)

AM1930B 7.62x39mm (123 GR.) FMJ
Bosnia & Herzegovina mfr., Boxer primed, non-corrosive, brass case, reloadable
- Packed in 30 round boxes - 1 box = 1 magazine!
- Six boxes per range pack (180 rds.)
- Six range packs per master case (1,080 rds.)

Easy to display and sell, the Range Packs give the consumer a simple and convenient way to bring multiple boxes of ammo to the range.